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Declination Synastry Report for Arthur & Marilyn

Arthur Miller
Sunday, October 17, 1915  5:12:00 AM

Playwright; Actor
Source: Church of Light/C

New York, New York
Time Zone: 05:00 (EST)

Longitude: 074° W 00' 38"
Latitude: 40° N 43' 25"

Marilyn Monroe
Tuesday, June 01, 1926  9:30:00 AM

Actress, Sex Symbol
Source: Steinbrecher quotes BC/AA

Los Angeles, California
Time Zone: 08:00 (PST)

Longitude: 118° W 14' 57"
Latitude: 34° N 03' 13"

Mutual Declination Aspects

Arthur's Moon parallel Marilyn's Saturn  (Orb:  0° 02' )

This aspect is often found between persons of widely different ages or levels of 
experience.  Marilyn tends to discipline Arthur, and this can bring worry, burden, or 
anxiety to Arthur.  Marilyn may be critical of Arthur, and may appear to be cool or 
indifferent. Marilyn looks to Arthur for understanding and sympathy.  If Arthur is feeling 
discouraged or pessimistic, Marilyn is likely to only make it worse. The best way to 
handle this aspect is to learn to plan and build projects together.  Arthur will appreciate 
Marilyn's guidance, and Marilyn will find Arthur to be quite flexible.  In love and 
marriage, Marilyn can give Arthur a sense of security (unless of course Arthur is 
inherently insecure).  Marilyn is protective of Arthur and should learn to back off at 
times.  This aspect can make any attachment binding, whether it is a friendship, 
business relationship or marriage.

Arthur's Sun contraparallel Marilyn's Venus  (Orb:  0° 05' )

Although no aspects between the Sun and Venus are truly adverse, this one is less 
harmonious than most.  You may have different backgrounds and cultural or social 
upbringing.  Your interests may be very different, as well as your ideas of what 
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constitutes good fun or recreation. There is much attraction between you, and possibly 
envy, jealousy and possessiveness as well.  If you do not plan time away from each 
other, you will suffer temporary separations against your will which allow you to miss 
each other.  For the two of you it is very true that "absence makes the heart grow 
fonder."

Marilyn's Sun parallel Arthur's Saturn  (Orb:  0° 08' )

Arthur slows Marilyn down and reminds Marilyn of duties and responsibilities and 
sometimes may be a bit critical.  Marilyn encourages and vitalizes Arthur and alleviates 
worries, fears and negative mental patterns of Arthur.  Arthur depends on Marilyn for 
inspiration and sometimes passes on responsibilities to Marilyn.  Marilyn will be tolerant 
and forgiving of Arthur.  In love and marriage, this aspect often occurs between people 
who have a wide difference in age and/or experience.

Marilyn's Ascendant contraparallel Arthur's North Node  (Orb:  0° 11' )

You have similar viewpoints on what constitutes appropriate behavior in relationships.  
Marilyn sees Arthur as a walking example of the perfect mate, according to the current 
popular social values.  Marilyn will be supportive of Arthur's efforts toward personal and 
spiritual growth.

Marilyn's Moon parallel Arthur's Uranus  (Orb:  0° 11' )

This is a very stimulating aspect, and between partners in a romantic relationship it 
indicates an immediate mutual attraction.  It arouses romantic feelings in you both, and 
the time you spend together is very exciting.  However, unless there are many other 
harmonious aspects which bind you, the constant excitement between you may 
become irritating.  Although you may initially be fascinated with each other, the 
relationship may not be long lasting unless there are other aspects which indicate 
endurability.  If the comparison is a good one overall, this aspect will ensure that 
romance and excitement between you will stay alive long after others have fallen into a 
rut.  If Marilyn is overly sensitive, Arthur's qualities and habits may be upsetting to 
Marilyn.  In marriage this aspect can indicate frequent changes of residence, which 
could be disturbing to the Moon individual, in this case Marilyn.

Marilyn's Mercury parallel Arthur's Saturn  (Orb:  0° 14' )

Arthur's effect on Marilyn is much stronger than the other way around.  Marilyn can 
learn much from Arthur, who is probably older or more experienced and has more 
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wisdom to offer.  Arthur can be discouraging and often too critical of Marilyn's ideas, 
judgment or accomplishments, causing Marilyn to feel inadequate and inferior.  Marilyn 
can encourage Arthur to leave behind negative attitudes or worries, which will help 
Arthur to grow.

Marilyn's Mars parallel Arthur's Jupiter  (Orb:  0° 16' )

You have similar aspirations and ambitions and could accomplish a great deal together.  
You will each be helpful and supportive toward the other, and any association will result 
in your mutual benefit.  The only danger is that your association could promote 
extravagance and wild speculation in you both.  You encourage optimism, ambition and 
growth in each other and share a love of sports, nature and the outdoors.  This aspect 
is often found between the charts of marriage or business partners.

Arthur's Saturn parallel Marilyn's North Node  (Orb:  0° 19' )

You have mutual interests regarding political and professional trends.  Marilyn will share 
new insights with Arthur, who will be able to conceive a plan to apply Marilyn's insights 
in a practical form for your mutual advancement.

Marilyn's Moon contraparallel Arthur's Pluto  (Orb:  0° 26' )

Arthur has a disrupting effect on Marilyn and may seem contrary.  There is more conflict 
than agreement with this combination.  Arthur is aware of Marilyn's most vulnerable 
areas and will use this knowledge negatively in times of disagreement.  In love and 
marriage there may be serious misunderstandings, resulting in domestic problems. 
There also may be sexual problems, which would be more disruptive to Marilyn than 
Arthur.

Arthur's Mercury parallel Marilyn's Saturn  (Orb:  0° 32' )

Marilyn's effect on Arthur is much stronger than the other way around.  Arthur can learn 
much from Marilyn, who is probably older or more experienced and has more wisdom to 
offer.  Marilyn can be discouraging and often too critical of Arthur's ideas, judgment or 
accomplishments, causing Arthur to feel inadequate and inferior.  Arthur can encourage 
Marilyn to leave behind negative attitudes or worries, which will help Marilyn to grow.
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Arthur's Midheaven parallel Marilyn's North Node  (Orb:  0° 38' )

This is an excellent combination between business partners. Marilyn has complete 
confidence in Arthur's abilities, and Arthur respects Marilyn's sense for popular trends 
and fashions.  You both can benefit from this combination.

Arthur's Saturn parallel Marilyn's Pluto  (Orb:  0° 40' )

Marilyn, as the reformer and transformer, challenges Arthur's attitudes toward life's 
responsibilities.  If the bulk of the comparison is positive, this aspect will represent a 
mild test.  If there are many negative aspects, it can increase resentment and even lead 
to hatefulness. This aspect is especially troublesome between parents and children.  
Marilyn may be tempted to play on Arthur's fears.  Arthur may try to restrict Marilyn's 
freedom.

Marilyn's Sun parallel Arthur's Midheaven  (Orb:  0° 49' )

Marilyn can be of benefit to Arthur's career, thereby helping Arthur achieve greater 
social status.  In turn Arthur can help Marilyn gain greater freedom of expression and 
therefore assist in Marilyn's creative pursuits.  This combination is excellent for 
cooperation in business dealings, as long as both of you keep your egos under control.

Arthur's Mercury contraparallel Marilyn's Neptune  (Orb:  0° 49' )

This aspect indicates frequent misunderstandings and even possibly deception, 
especially by Marilyn.  At the very least, there will be many secrets that Marilyn will not 
share with Arthur.  It's possible you may out and out lie to each other, or that more 
subtle forms of deception will be practiced.  Arthur is often at a loss to understand 
Marilyn, and Marilyn may seem distant or detached to Arthur.  This combination is more 
difficult on Arthur than Marilyn.  In a business relationship there is a danger of fraud.

Marilyn's Saturn parallel Arthur's North Node  (Orb:  0° 52' )

You have mutual interests regarding political and professional trends.  Arthur will share 
new insights with Marilyn, who will be able to conceive a plan to apply Arthur's insights 
in a practical form for your mutual advancement.

Arthur's Mars parallel Marilyn's Pluto  (Orb:  1° 02' )

There is a strong conflict of wills between you.  Each strongly resists any attempt at a 
show of authority from the other.  Even in a basically positive comparison, this aspect 
will cause minor irritations and arguments.  If the comparison is already basically 
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negative, there can be animosity and even vindictiveness between you.  Between lovers 
this aspect indicates the necessity for sexual adjustments.

Marilyn's Moon parallel Arthur's North Node  (Orb:  1° 02' )

Your beliefs about popular trends and social attitudes are compatible, and you are likely 
to have similar family backgrounds and social status.  Therefore, your cultural and 
moral values are usually in agreement and you have many mutual interests.

Marilyn's Mercury parallel Arthur's Midheaven  (Orb:  1° 11' )

Marilyn's ideas and knowledge can help Arthur's professional and social advancement.  
Marilyn is very supportive of Arthur's goals and ambitions and may even act as agent 
for Arthur.  Arthur will in turn help Marilyn gain recognition for Marilyn's ideas and 
talents.  This is a favorable aspect in all relationships, especially between teacher-
student and business partners.
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